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ABSTRACT 

Owing to the recent problem created by bacterial contamination, the smoked 
fish industry of the Great Lakes faces the task of producing a marketable product 
under modified processing conditions. This article reports on the results obtained 
when chub was experimentally smoked under the processing requirements of the 
various State and Federal regulatory groups concerned. The results show that for 
industry to conform with those requirements, substantial changes will be necessary 
in its traditional processing methods. 

INTRODUCTION 

Vol. 26, No. 11 

The smoked fish industry of the states surrounding the Great Lakes is of considerable 
.cal importance . Production of chub for smoking in 1962 and 1963, for example, was about 
) to 11 million pounds a year. In late 1963, however, bacterial contamination of smoked chub 
l d whitefish resulted in the overnight collapse of that industry owing to the reactions of con
.mers and of regulatory groups. 

The U. S. Food and Drug Administration, with the follow -up of several State regulatory 
;encies, published advisories specifying processing and storage conditions under which the 
dustry would be permitted to resume production and distribution of smoked fish from the 
:-eat Lakes. Those advisories have raised the immediate question as to whether smoked 
:ub processed and stored as specified by the various regulatory agencies would be an ac-
e table product . A preliminary investigation by a Bureau team of researchers showed that 

~ industry lacked the answer to this question and that there was little if any reliable data on 
r rent processing techniques. 

To aSSist the industry toward an ultimate solution of the botulism problem, the Bureau 
; up two main lines of research - -one dealing with the microbiological aspects of the prob
In.; the other with the technological aspects of processing. The microbiological work, which 
being carried out under contract, will be reported separately. The present article is re
icted to reporting on our preliminary investigation of processing. In presenting these re
ts, the Bureau recognizes that the interim processing regulations of the various regulatory 

DUpS and herein evaluated are definitely preliminary. We must await results from the long
-range microbiological studies before a final regulatory code can be evolved. 

The general objectives of the present investigation (January 20-February 20, 1964) were 
:nited to the evaluation of process variables associated with the interim minimum require
!:..nts for the heat processing of smoked chub (1800 F. for 30 minutes) as set forth by the 
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Food and Drug Administration and as int rpr t d by til varIOUS St~t ag nCl' . Th· thr f' 

main objectives in the work being report d h r w r th r ,for . 

1. To evaluate the h at pro es (1800 1' . [or 30 mwut s) sp 1[1 d w th lOt .r
im regulations and to supply th t 'chm ' 1 wformation n c· sary to achl v 
that process. 

II. To determine whether smok d chub h t pro 
an acceptable product. 

s d sp clfl d ould b 

Ill. To evaluate some o[ th pro essing vanabl s and raw -m t nal varlabl s 
in conjunction with th proce S sp clfl d by th n w r gulatlOn 

EVALUATION O· I TEHlM REG LATIO 

In general, the smoking and processwg pra hc 

As the study of experimental smokwg progr ss d, It b 
needed informe>tion on the following: 

1. Smokehouse heat-mput r qUlr ments. 

2. Measurement of internal temperature of chub. 

hat the lOdustr. 

3. Temperature differential between wternal flSh t mp ratur and mok hou e 
temperature. 

4. Total process time. 

5. Smokehouse-temperatur umformity. 

SMOKEHOUSE HEAT-INPUT REQ IREME TS Smokehous heat-wpu r qUlrement 
were studied to determine the additional mput of heat n eded to ralse the lOt rnal fish tem 
perature to the regulation process temperature of 1800 F. w a rea onabl hme (say, 2 to 
hours). 

General Processing Procedure: In all the studIes reported 10 thIS artlcle, we emplo 
essentially the same equipment, raw matenals, and m thods. The smo ehouse used was 
relatively simple, electrically heated smoker desIgned to smoke meat products in small 

Fig. 1 - Hanging brined chub onto sticks. Fig. 2 - Loading smokehouse. 
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:tants. Owing, however, to the high B . t. u. heating demand for smoking of flsh to 1800 F 
~ecause of short-time process with high-moisture-evaporative load), it wa n ce ar to 
I Ie the heat input by the addition of a gas burner . To obtain more uniform distribuhon 

heat and smoke, we added baffling within the smoking cabinet, a blower to obtam for d 
rculation inside the smokehouses, and a second blower to feed the maXImum amoun of 

from an external smoke generator into the smokehouse. A multipoint r cordin po
entiometer permitted continuous recording of temperatures. At least 10 thermocoupl w r 
rnployed during each run, generally 4 in the smokehouse and 6 or more embedded in the fl h. 
'I e material consisted of frozen eviscerated chub. In most mstances , the chub wer thaw d 

d prepared for brining and smoking in accordance with industry practice, and smoking and 
at processing were carried on simultaneously. The control of humidity was not practIcal 
the experimental temperatures used . (Note: Most of the industry smokehouses do not no 
1ploy humidity control.) 

Product load and heat input were the variables in these preliminary experiment . 

Findings: A large heat input far exceeding that generally available in Great Lakes com
I rica I smokehouses is require~ to bring the internal fish temperature to 1800 F. in 2-3 
b rs. A comparison of figures 3 and 4 shows the effect of increaSing the heat input by 4 to 

Ambient 

. 
TIME (hours) 

3 -Increase of internal product temperature during smoking of 
b. (Heat input: 350 B.t.u./cu. ft. hr.; product load: 50Ibs . ) 

5 times for a fixed product load. Th rapid 
heating shown m figure 2 was necessary to 
ensure an acceptable yield and to aVOld ov r
drying the product. 

In determining heating requirement::;, th 
processor must also take into account the 
product load. In figure 5, where the produ t 
load is approximately four tlmes that In flgur > 

4, the process is Significantly lengthened. 

TEMPERATURE MEASUREME T' Tem
perature measurement was studied to deter
mine the most reliable method for measurin 
the internal temperatures of chub dUring 
smoking . 

Procedure' Initially, we measured in
ternal fish temperatures by a thermocouple 

Amhlent 

-Increase of internal product temperature during smoking of Fig. 5 -Increase of mternal product temperatur dunng smlliuJ1Q 

• (Heat input: 1,600 B.t.u. cu. ft. hr.; product load: 50 lbs.) chub. (Heat lOput: 1,300 B .t.a. cu.!t. hr. prod ct 1 
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inserted along the axial length of the fish in its thickest part (midway b tween its outer a nd 
inner surface). Experience demonstrated, however, that we obtained more accurate temper· 

atures by bending the thermocouple (90 de
grees) about one-half inch from its end (de
pending on the size of th fish), and inse rtine 
the thermocouple wire at right angles to th 
chub surface near the dorsal fin in the thic ' 
est part of the fish, securing the thermocou 
wire to the fish by wrapping a few turns of 
strmg or preferably thin wire around both t 
fish and the thermocouple wire. 

Fig. 6 - Securing thermocouple wire to chub. 

Findings: Special "point -sensitive lite 
perature-measuring devices properly secu 
are necessary to give true internal fish te 
peratures, especially for small fish such a 
chub. The use of large temperature-sensitj 
bulbs give readings that differ markedly fre 
the true internal fish temperatures (posSibl) 
up to 500 F. or higher). 

DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN INTERNAL FISH TEMPERATURE A~ D SMOKEHOUSE 
TEMPERATURE: We conducted the following experiment to determine the temperature dif· 
ferential needed to obtain a rapid continuous rise of the internal chub temperature to 1800 F 
Rapid temperature rise is important both to speed production and prevent excessive drying 
of the product. 

Procedure: The temperature in the experimental smokehouse was raised generally to 
240 0 to 2500 F. in about 15 to 30 minutes, and the input of heat was then reduced to hold the 
temperature within that range. This method resulted in a steady and faIrly rapid increase i 
the internal temperature of the fish. The fastest-heating fish (either because of size or loc, 
tion in the smokehouse) usually reached 1800 F. in less than 1 hour, and the slowest, in abo. 
1i hours, making the total run about 2t hours (predicated on holding the slowest-heating fis 
at 1800 F. for 30 minutes). Because the smoke-generating equipment was inadequate, smok; 
usually was continued through the entire period of heating to obtam the maximum smoke fla 
and desirable color. When the internal temperatures of the chub reached 1800 F., smoke 
house temperatures were slowly lowered to determine at what temperature dIfferential the 
internal temperature of the fish begins to fall. 

Fig.7 - Increase in internal product temperature during smoking of 
chub. (Heat input: l,600B.t.u./cu.ft.hr.; product load: 4Q Ibs.) 

Findings: This work brought out clea r 
that the temperature of the smokehouse dif 
greatly from the internal temperature of th 
chub (figs. 3,4, 5, 7). Since fish is a rela 
tively poor conductor of heat, a sufficiently 
large temperature differential mus t be mai 
tained in order to drive the heat into the c 
ter of the fish in a reasonable ti m e . If chu ) 
are to be processed in less than 3 hours , a l 
initial overall temperature differential of a 
least 700 to 1000 F . (of smoke house over CE~I 
ter of fish) is needed to atta i n the 1800 F. 
process temperature as r apidly as possible 
For maintaining the internal temperature of 
1800 F., the differential s hould not be less 
than 500 to 600 F. 

(Note: This overall temperature differ' 
ential, however, gives only part of the pictut 
Figure 7, for example , presents the spread 
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in internal temperatures between the fastest- and slowest-heating chub for a given run, as 
well as the temperatures underneath the skin for the fastest heating chub. Here the differ
ence between the temperature at the center of the fish and the temperature underneath the 
skin represents the actual temperature differential driving heat toward the center. This tem
perature differential within the fish is substantially smaller than that between the smokehouse 
and the center of the fish, as is shown in figure 7. The temperature underneath the skin, in 
addition to being dependent on the smokehouse temperature, is also a function of the evapora
tion rate of moisture from the surface of the fish and therefore may vary greatly depending 
on such factors as air velocity and the moisture content of the air. Since this additional 
spect complicates the picture, we have for simplification, considered the overall tempera-
ure differential- -of smokehouse over fish - -in our discussions, rather than the more variable 
nd more difficult-to-measure temperature differential within the fish. Thus, each commer 
ial processor employing steam or water-vapor injection and forced -air circulation should 
heck the minimum temperature differential necessary to efficiently attain the regulation 
emperature of 1800 F. for his specific installation . ) 

TOTAL PROCESS TIME: In the experiment on total process time, we studied the rate of 
oss of moisture and its effect on yield during a regulation process and also the effect on 

, ield of air drying before and after proceSSing. From the standpOint of cost and production, 
he total process time obviously should be as short as possible consistent with good quality 

and yield. 

( 14-houn pou,rou .. atr dryt ... U 100 , . 

7·";:;':'O;'!'~'" .1 •• ..,1 .. 

t14"taf:Nn po.tpr __ .. atr drytnl U 100 , 

.. .. 
TDC! or DlYlMC .uti nOl2.SSIItC (hllO.ln) 

i9 . 8 - Decrease in percentage yield during processing and pre
and post process drying of chub. 

nocus 'rOC! (hou ... ) 

1;9.9 - Decrease of percentage yield and moisture during regu
ation process and overprocessing of chub. 

Procedure: The same processing pro
cedure described under sections "Smokehouse 
Heat-Input Requirements" and "Differential 
Between Fish Temperature and Smokehouse 
Temperature" was followed. This general 
procedure was combined with pre- and post
process drying of chub. 

Findings: Slow, prolonged processing as 
a result of inadequate heat input significantly 

Fig. 10 - Weighing chub for yield studIes. 
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reduced yield and undesirably dried the product. Predrying at low temperatures reduced 
final yield without accomplishing any useful purpose. For the required process temperature 
of 1800 F., the optimum processing procedure would appear to be rapid heating with simul
taneous smoking instead of smoking separately as has been industry practice in past low
temperature smoking operations. For highest yield, the total time that the chub is exposed t 
heat should be kept at a minimum. Figure 8 demonstrates that the loss of moisture takes 
place continuously before, during, and after processing. To avoid loss in yield, the operatoJ~ 
should package the smoked product immediately after it has been chllled to storage tempera 
ture . Holding the chilled fish overnight before packaging may result m a 5- to 6-percent 10 I 

in yield . Figure 9 shows that the rates of loss in moisture and yield are fairly uniform 
throughout the regulation process. 

SMOKEHOUSE-TEMPERATURE UNIFORMITY : Adequate forced-air circulation and g 
baffling in the smokehouse are essential in order to aVOld undeslrable hot and cold spots 
Even-heat distribution is of concern to management from the standpomt both of processing 
regulations and of product uniformity and yield . 

Grading for size in order to provide a uniformly processed product accordingly merits 
consideration. 

PRODUCT ACCEPTABILITY 

In ascertaining the acceptability of the product, we were pnncipally concerned about the 
effect of the current regulation thermal-process requirements in relation to the following 
three variables: 

1. Heat processing and smoking before packagmg. 

2 . Heat processing after smoking and packagmg. 

3. Simultaneous smoking and heat proc essing after packaging. 

HEAT PROCESSING AND SMOKING BEFORE PACKAGI G : Since all states in the Grea 
L akes area interpreted the requirement of 1800 F . for 30 minutes to apply to heating and 
smoking chub before rather than after packaging, the next experiment evaluated smoked chut 
p rocessed acc ording to those regulations . 

Procedure : The same general procedure previously described was employed. 

Findings : Processing chub at 1800 F. for 30 minutes before packaging is feasible (on L ~ 
basis of resultant yield and quality), although this temperature probably cannot be attained ' \ 

Fig. 11 - Quality evaluation of chub after smoking. 

the center of the fish with the equipment cu t ' 
rently used in industry. Chub processed fo!' 
an hour at center-of-fish temperatures of In 
to 200 0 F. were not excessively dry or ove r· 
cooked. Processing mixed sizes of fish ma 
present a problem, however, for the smalle ~ 
fish will be overprocessed and the yield thu,3 
reduced. The decrease of yield caused by 
loss of moisture during regulation processi '1 
and overprocessing of chub is shown in figur 
9. 

HEAT PROCESSING AFTER SMOKING 
AND pACKAGING: To date the decision as 
whether regulation heat processing (1800 F. 
for 30 minutes) is to be carried out before O J 

after smoking and packaging the product has 
not been agreed upon by all regulating agen
cies. Since our earlier experiment dealt W : 
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Ihe effect on quality of heat processing before packaging, the next experiment determined the 
effect on quality of regulation heat processing after packaging . We investigated the effect on 
quality of processing at higher temperatures--204° F., which presumably is adequate to de
stroy Clostridium botulinum Type E within about 10 minutes (a short -time -high -temperature 
pasteurization process, slightly more effective than the 1800 F. for 30-minute process); and 
1450 F., which is adequate to destroy Types E, A, and B within about the same time (a ster
ilization process). 

Procedure: Two separate sets of smoked samples in flexible film (vacuum) and in alu
inum foil were rapidly steam-retorted at retort temperatures of about 2500 to 255 0 F., 
hich were reduced as necessary to hold internal fish temperatures at about 204 0 F. or 245 0 

. for the time intervals required to achieve either the estimated partial or complete steril
, ation. 

Findings: Sterilization after smoking adversely affected the smoked flavor, producing an 
erior product. In partially steam-sterilizing individual smoked chub inside the package 

i aluminum foil, and in flexi?le film with vacuum) for about 10 minutes at an internal tem
lerature of 204 0 F. (F = .02,_/ which is estimated to be adequate to destroy Clostridium 

llotulinum Type E), we ?oundlnot only that the texture and smoked flavor changed significantly, 
~Iough not seriously, but that any rancidity initially present in the frozen chub stock was ac
:entuated. When individual smoked chub were fully steam -sterilized inside the package for 
11 to 12 minutes at about 245 0 F. internal temperature (F 0 = 6 plus, adequate to destroy 
Types E, A, and B Clostridia), the texture and smoked flavor were seriously affected. 

SIMULTANEOUS SMOKING AND HEAT PROCESSING AFTER PACKAGING : We simul
laneously conducted both the smoking and heating process after the product had been packaged. 
Potentially, this type of processing--if practical--could eliminate the hazard of bacterial con
tamination of the product during the period between smoking and packaging. 

Procedure : In a cooperative processing experiment with industry, one group of chub , 
,ach enclosed in cellulose casings, was heat processed and smoked simultaneously. (The 
:ellulose casing permitted the vapor phase of the smoke to penetrate the material and impart 
:olor, flavor, and odor to the product during heat processing. This technique thus theoretical
.'f permitted the product to be smoked while in the package.) A second group of unpackaged 
'hub Similarly treated acted as controls. 

Findings ; Only where the cellulose casing was in immediate contact with the fish did 
iJnoke, flavor , and color penetrate well. Upon removal, the casing tended to stick to the skin 
( the fish. Moisture collected in pockets formed by the casing, although fluid could be de

eased during processing by making a small opening at the bottom of the casing. Compari
( ns between control and cellulose encased fish indicated that the latter retained more mois
r e and salt. 

This method could possibly be an answer to processing smoked fish at 1800 F . for 30 
inutes and protecting the product from bacterial recontamination after smoking provided 
at the quality and higher cost problems can be resolved. 

EVALUATION OF PROCESSING VARIABLES 

Several process variables subject to control by the processor were evaluated for their 
lftfect on yield , quality, and composition of smoked chub, all within the framework of the reg
Ilation process (180 0 F. for 30 minutes) . These included : 

1. Raw material. 

2. Brining . 

3. Acid treatment. 
if 0 serves as a commercial standard whereby the sterilizing effect of dIfferent processes may be compared under standardized conditions. 
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RAW MATERIAL: We studi d th eff cl of variability in initial quaE y, SIZ " and COm
position of the chub on the ultimat quality and yi Id of the smok d produ.t pr>pared in ac
cordance with the regulation process. 

Procedure : Three lots of chub of significantly diff r n1 initial fr .shness wer ~ r gula
tion smoked. The first lot consisted of visc rat d chubs, mostly o. 2 or m('dium. bulk
frozen in 50-pound blocks with an ice glaz . This lot was to hav' b n tYPical of commer
cial frozen stock. Its quality, however, was highly vanaul . and much of it was v ry poor. 
The second lot, which was frozen unglaz d in plastic bags holding about 40 pounds. again 
sisted of eviscerated chubs taken by a comm rClal vess 1. Th·s fish w.r more umform 
size and of somewhat better quality. Th third lot was aught by a . S. Bur 'au of Comm 
cial Fisheries exploratory vessel and frozen in plastic bags in 5 -pound lots. Som' bags hI'.! 
mostly large fish (three to the pound), and others h .ld small, all w rE:: sup rior 10 qualtty 
the other two lots. The general proc ssing was similar to that us d 10 arh ~r xp nment 

Samples of the raw flsh before and after brining and of fish aft r smoking, . r anal. 
for moisture, oil, and salt (chlorides) . 

Findin~s: The raw and the smoked chub varied wid ly in both compoSItIon and quality . 
Even fish 0 uniform size vaned in composition. but th large Ii h usually had r ~latively mG 
oil. In general, size, quality, and the composition of th fish all aff c d th absorptIon of 
salt and the other changes in the product that occurr d during smoklOg. 

The oil content of the smoked chub depended no only upon fi h SIZ (large fish were 2 
3 percent higher in oil) but also on the extent of th ir drying during smoking. Th percent
age increase in oil content caused by drying was partly counteracted, ho 'ever, by loss of ° 

by drip. The oil cont nt of all samples was 
usually 10 the range of 7 to 15 p rcent. :>1oil 
ture cont nt depend d to some degree on tht 
extent of brming, but mainly on the drying 
caused by the thermal process and by the p: 
process and postprocess handling. As ex
pected, larg r fish gave higher yields than 
smaller fish. This fact again emphasizes tl 
importance of close grading for size before 
smoking. 

Fig. 12 - Oil-extraction apparatus. 

When the heat input was sufficient to 
able the processing to be completed withir: 
hours, the yield of smoked product was 68 
73 percent of the brined weight. Slow heat 
overprocessing, or air drying, either befo 
or after smoking, reduced the yield to abo 
55 to 65 percent. 

Chub of initially poor quality or those that subsequently became poor 10 quality while 1 
frozen storage gave a less de-sirable smoked product and lower yields. Oxidative rancidit:, 
was clearly apparent immediately after smoking in the more poorly preserved frozen chu~ ' 

BRINING: We studied the effect of various brining conditions on the ultimate quality <1. 
yield of the smoked product in relation to the regulation process. 

Procedure : Some lots of chub were brined overnight in 20 0 to 300 salinometer brine i : 
accordance with industry practice. Other lots were placed in stronger brines (500 and 70° 
salinometer) for 1 or 2 hours. Another lot, involving 11 sublots, was brined in concentra
tions ranging from 0 to 1000 salinometer (saturated). All lots were given the regulation 
process. 

Findings: On the basis of taste-panel tests, 2 to 3 percent salt in the smoked product 
appeared to be the acceptable range for most consumers. Smoked products in this salt rar, 
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Fig. 13 - Taste-panel evaluation of chub for salt level and quality. 

required a salt content of about 1 to 2 per
cent before being smoked. Brining chub over
night (16 to 18 hours) in 20 0 to 25 0 salinom
eter brine or for 2 hours in 400 to 50 0 sali
nometer brine usually resulted in a satisfac
tory level of salt in the smoked product . 

In the test using 11 brine concentrations, 
the fish gained weight in all lots but the one 
involving saturated brine . As expected, the 
uptake of salt during brining depended large
lyon the concentration of brine and duration 
of brining. The maximum increase of 10 per
cent in chub weight occurred in brines of 25 0 

and 300 salinometer (fig. 7). Figure 15 shows 
the percentage increase of salt content in 
brined and smoked chub with increasing 
strength of brining solution. 

ACID TREATMENT: We studied the 

. 
°eo 

INCUAS! 1M ~"tD an,il V!lCIIT (peruD.t) 

j 

Fig. 14 - Percentage change in thawed chub weight With lDCr ~
ing strength ofbrining solution (18-bour brining tune). 

Fig. 15 - Increase in salt concentration in the bnned and smoked 
product with Increasing strength of brin1D9 solubon (18-bour 
brining time). 

easibility of increasing the acidity of the meat of smoked fish to a pH at least 4.0 by an aCId 
retreatment as a means of inhibiting Clostridium botulinum growth (Type E toxin has been 
emonstrated, however, in pickled herring of pH 4.0 to 4.2 at 23 0 C., Dolman, Chang, Kerr, 
nd Shearer, 1950; and Dolman and !ida, 1963.) We recognized that the buffered nature of 
'1e fish tissues would present difficulty in lowering the pH of the product. To answer s v ral 
equests from industry for such data, however, and to estimate the resulting effect on he 
uality of the product, we carried out experiments with several acids that are som hmes 
sed in food products . 

Procedure: The following acid-brine treatments were tried: 10-percent acehc aCld or 
hour, 5-percent acetic acid for 18 hours, 2-percent phosphoric acid for 2 hours, 5-p rc n 
ctie acid for 16 hours, and 2-percent lactic acid for 16 hours. Controls were run wIth each 

~et of acid-treated fish. -

Findings: When the acidity of the smoked fish product was increased signifIcantly by m-
lOying acetic, phosphoric, or lactic acids during the brining operation, the quahty a lm

ired. Texture and flavor acceptability decreased markedly as did also he YIeld Iner a -
lng the acidity by decreasing the pH of the smoked product to 4.0 or lower her for app a 

be Impractical. 
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CONC LUSIONS 

I. Meeting the interim-regulation heat process (1800 F. for 30 minutes) will require 
considerable modification of current commercial processing equipment and prac
tices. 

A. Rapid heating is necessary to ensure good yield and to avoid excessive 
drying of product. 

B. Special point-sensitive temperature measuring devices (thermocouples) 
are necessary to give true internal temperatures for small fish such as 
chub. Large temperature-sensitive bulbs give false readings. 

C. If rapid heating of product is to be achieved (process time of less than 
3 hours), an initial temperature differential (of smokehouse over fish) 
of at least 70 0 to 1000 F. is needed. 

D. For optimum yield, the total process time (from presmoking through 
packaging) should be held to a minimum consistent with quality. The 
product therefore should be smoked, cooled, and packaged rapidly. 

E . Forced-air circulation and baffling in the smokehouse are essential in 
order to ensure uniformity of smokehouse temperature and thus mini
mize hot and cold spots . 

II. From the standpoint of yield and quality, smoked chub heat processed as specified 
by the various State regulatory agencies (180 0 F . for 30 minutes outside the packagE 
is an acceptable product. Smoking of chub after packaging, or pasteurization or 
sterilization reprocessing of presmoked chub after packaging, however, yie lds an 
inferior product. 

III. Variables such as the oil content and size and quality of the raw fish affect the con 
centration of brine and brining time needed. These process variables do not con
flict, however, with the regulation process as such--that is, each variable must be 
considered separately. 

A. Chub vary widely in size, composition, and quality . These variables all 
affect salt uptake during brining and product behavior during smoking. 

B. Two to 3 percent salt in the smoked product appears to be an acceptable 
range for most consumers. 

C. Decreasing the pH of smoked fish to 4.0 or lower appears to be imprac
hcal from the standpoint of product quality. 

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

Although the current interim regulations adopted by State regulatory groups are feasi b 
from the standpoint of quality and yield and probably will give greater protection to the pr 
uct than before, the actual degree of microbiological safety for a product mishandled duri~ 
dIstribution (for example, held at a storage temperature higher than recommended) is at 
present unknown. 

We anticipate that the Bureau's microbiological contract work will shed light on this 
aspect of the problem. Several different ways of attacking it are being tried simultaneous 1. 
Results of the Bureau IS efforts in this field will be disseminated as rapidly as each phase , 
th work is completed. 
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